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PROCEEDINGS

MRo CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER; We will hear argeaaats

first this morning in 79-134, Consolidate cl Edison Company V»

the Public Service Commission of Hew York.
, . :

Mr. Block, I think you may proceed whenever yon are

ready.

ORAL &R30M3HT OF JOSEPH Do BLOCS, ESQ-,

OK BEHALF OF TEE APPELLANT 

MRo BLOCKi Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please

the Court t

This is an appeal fro© the is® York State Court ©f 

Appeals which upheld that an order of the State Public Service 

•Commission prohibiting utilities ia Hew York State from
U

4.

communicating with their customers on controversial matters 

of public policy by means of messages enclosed with the utility 

bills;. He call these Messages bill inserts.
• l'-' :i

The order prevented Consolidated Edison Company and j 

! the other utilities frp;a communicating with their customers
■ li . 1

• in the most effective way available ©a issues that are directly \
I I . i ' 1

related to the company? s business providing energy in, Wew York
| f L |

City and Westchester County. ' And these issues also are — have

i. i
S', direct impact on • our consumer public.

QUESTION: Ths order didn*t prevent & separate mailing

with, -the ease information?

MRo BLOCKS 'It did not.

1

i
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».y,'

QUEStIOH: Yes.

MRo BLOCK: Becaas© we fait that the order prevented 

as frost speaking oat through the 'teedism of bill inserts we 

challenged the order below before the Commission and also 

before the State court?, on the ground that it violated

•v•v

Consolidated Edison Company* s freedom of speech end 'freedom o|v
press' under the First and Fourteenth aaendmeafce and also

that the reference in the order to- controversial matters of;
public policy were so vague that it brought into play this;Y ‘ 1: * ■ -■ ‘ .rule under the due process clausa of the amendment.'

QOESTIOH: Hr. Blockj dees Goa Ed have a franchise

and a monopoly in its -territory?t; *
MRo BLOCK: It is the only utility authorised to

; . i i
QOBS’SlOHs Qpuld a private utility simply com® inj.-' ' ( J

and slterfc -soliciting d&a Ed'si customers?
U) ■ : ■ ' I

'serve] that area.

M: K. U ■' -1 1. '«R;0 BLOCK: >£fc' wo.nlid have to have the 'permission of
; ■ « ?>/ ■ ;

;t. ^ •:. i * ;• < .* ;the SHiatte' ..Public Service Co*iMia8i©« to enter our' sarviueip'^r. ? lii M
■ •• V", • V • '• • *• : *• '•■' • v- > •-. •'• •»
y ■ y ; v • : '.•>. ' ; i '• • :area i iFr rivate bvildl« owner» are free without perr’i'seion to11'ii : :*

install! their own genets.ting building.
••

4
■ 1 CP3ST10»: Cob Ed does get certain benefits fro:-: the.1 i;;; ji , r;

State--'than an ordinary 'priva-te cititaa doesn’t "get?

' I

•MRo BLOCK: • "Con Edison is protected from competition 

in exchange for which it is subject to very strict regulation, 

not only as to its rates but as to its service sad practically
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ovary aspect of its business. And the reason of course is 

it is economically unsound to permit two utilities to come 

Ik.to the same area and install the same facilities and to 

compete. Because of the great amount of capital Involved is 

this business' it would-, b® disadvantageous to the consumer»

This is a matter of social policy and it is accepted and we
\ fe-.v <

do got the benefit bufcFwe have the obligation» We have theI I ’ II, ; . ' '1 :
statutory obligation tp render adequate and reliable serviceTiA-,:at ro)asonabl'a cost. Apd it i;s in pursuance of that business

l . |:that WW feel it is necfeaeary- for us to communicate with our 

custok'eis; bn! issues thia;t are current and which; affect oarj **
ability ;-.o: jcferva them land whi'ch affect their wall-being..

i ;

5 • QGBSTlOlf: Almig with year monopoly you .'at© sot

.free to charjge any ratfaa you' rant either» ar© ,you?:
p.<Is

i

2»Efo BLOCS: #Je are hot. Our rates ar.e: "fiiaad by the 

Commission after eatsaliva public hearings and it is not only
1J I 1} ■ ;J

our rates' 1 uft» as I sa;y} every aspect of our business is closely
• :»: \ -i vrequla&ed» ' i t ., ! B 4
••• ; . •• -V --, . -■i f * We think the court below paid a greet deal ox
1 ; ;: . I' .1' ■ : ■ :

attention' t©: the fact that we were & franchised, monopoly and!.; s- ■. I . : : :
although' they didn’t say this in their opinion ther® are

P'H; t f: :j

things in their opinion; that- -can only be explained by the fact
l • v " •;

that We have? a monopoly status. And 2 want to- turn to the
U l - ' - : ! ; . ■ ' I

court;*© opinion becattse they started off by treating this 

order of the' Cotmissi’on as a Valid time'» place and aanasr
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restriction.

How, the Virginia Pharmacy case that this Court 

decided in 197S specified exactly what the eleisants of a 

proper, time and place' and manner restriction are. And 

there are three -— three requirements» all of which sansfc be 

present.

Th& first requirement is that the restriction of 

speech must not be based on the contents of the speech, it
. • i.-

must fo@ content neutral.

The second requirement is that the restriction must 

serve a significant governmental interest.

had the third requirement is that in imposing such 

a restriction there must be ample alternative channels of 

communication left to the facility or left to th© speaker to 

communicate his views.

Me say if the Court please that this that the 

court In saying that this was not a content-based regulation 

committed a fun daman t?al error. The restriction applied, to 

controversial mattes# of public policy and, in particular, the
I .1

utilities3 viewpoints ,©» tfeo-s’e matters.

QU3ST13Hs Bow did they define "controversial

mattars"7

MRo BLOCK: ?J?hey dicl not; they did not define it. 

When we challenged this order by a petition for rehearing they 

said that they would give us advisory rulings If we would
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cost® to thezs end ask them whether something was coatroversial

or not.

OOSSTIOMs But at least it didn’t purport to prevent 

you fro® putting in a bill an advertises»®at that you had a 

a©*? toaster fox sale?

MS, BI«OCKs That is oorrsct. They did act I 

assume that they would act regard that as controversial,

QOS ST 1025: You axe saying that there is a terrific
1

television program on on Saturday night that we are financing.I 

14,'Ro BLOCK: Well, it is -— it is vary difficult for 

us to know just exactly what they did mean by this. And we

have had problems with it since th® ban has been in effect.
■ j ; It . I ' |

QUESTIONs Tlhe concern of the court seemed to be,
fy-- ' $

and the concern of the: Commission.. promoting greater use of
;• % ■ ■

energy during as. energy shortage and that they ware
I ■ I. f’B ■ ■ I

advertising appliances; 'that sight he inconsistent With —t:. "■ ■ v.., ■■* '; 
I i- H'B-o BLOCKS fiell, lour Sonor, that is. tfea 'issu® ia

\ ' * ' •' ■ : -

Athe sWcohd case that is on the call for this eoruing, the
§ ■■

1

(Central -dfadsba case. ' S^nd this order that 1 speak of ia
I • > 1 ' • r | 1 • . : . ; ; ; • ■ ; •

EtdditS-bh- to’ banning inserts' 'banned promotional advertising
\iit : ■ - i I ■ v :by electric utilities.

How, we did-sot appeal fro* that part of .the 'ordar• 

Other' utilities did, Including Central Hudson which is be for© 

the Court ia: the second case.

The promotional advertising involves this matter of
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encouraging people to use store electricity at a time when

conservation should fee the keynote. That is something that is f1
involved in the bill insert order as such although it may be 

a controversial matter within the scope of the bill insert 

prohibition. But there is a separate prohibition that i© 

subject to e separate appeal that ire do not regard that issue 

as being involved* particularly i» the bill Insert case. The 

Commission doer not want us to speak out on controversial 

matter© and that, as 1 say, stay «re 11 include promotion. But 

we have no — as far as C©c ildieou is concerned our desire
iis to speak out on serfs issue© as whether some ©£ our plants

should fo© permitted to burn coal instead of high-cost imported

oil so that see can not only save our customers some money but

can reduco this Ration;is dependence on foreign oil,, which is
i

a ria&y supply and one- that <ss* do not feel comfortable living; ? ; i

ret pit at any time.•with,; because it can b'

Another isstfe that w© think is important 'te oar 

cusfcejsfers and to our business is what is the future of nuclear

power how that there h:as been an accident at Three -Mile Island

and ar lot of investigation.
} i . ] §•"> .;

ffe: would like to ebaumjaic&te with our euetoiaersV

telling them what measures we're taken t«> improve the safety 

of our nuclear plant operation. We would like to tell the is aboil 

the econ'crtRie-s of nuclear power versus oil.

fiU'BSSIOB* Sir. Block, do you contend yo\* wov.ld have
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a First Amendment right to tell your customer a to vote £ >r a 

particular candidate in the Presidential election?

MR, BLOCK; No* I would say that w© are forbidden

from doing that.

QUESTIONt Why? Suppose a particular candidate is 

hostile to atomic energy a ad yo« are 1b favor of atomic energy

or something like that?
■> - - ■ ■ •

MRo BLOCK * 'We interpret the Federal Sleetic*

Campaign Act as prohibiting us from seeking to — from spending
| \ ;J .

• > i ■money to influence; to communicate with our customers —
'■ * 1 ii jt ; V . U.i

'comsranic&te with our customers on political candidate endorse- ;

merits’.
•: }. .I , , ,, ;• •. •" ... . . _• ••; IQUBSYiOM: 1 see. ..That is because of the Federal
v I !Election Campaign Act.

'' ■

5 ' . I

MRo BLOCK: Yes. He think we are forbidden* we have
! '1 ' ■no particular desire to do that and we don't think that is

— that is something that he don't think our company should
i - V ’ « •' . •

(jet Into. We want to talk about issues and information. And j
the ban is so broad it doesn't — it doesn't tell us that w©
can’t support candidates or vote against candidates., it doesn't
say that we shouldn't "foster ©r try fc© promote legislation

4

or oppose legislation.' It tells us we cannot co'afkrasaieate at
\

" "N

all on controversial matters' of public policy by', fhe'aas of these
; i W; . *

bill ’inserts-. *■:
M

Jf

£
;*?3,:'i

And 1 say



QUESTION i I suppose your company has thousand» of

shareholders® doesn’t it?

ME» BLOCK: We have — »s have thousands of share»

holders. We have 1 would say 300,008 shareholders.

QBSSTXOtis And if we are talking about controversial

subjects, however that aay be defined, at least sort of by

definition soma of your shareholders will disagree with the 

position that the company takes, won’t they?

MB0 BLOCK: 'That — that could be, Youx Honor,
■r

that *"*-

QUESTIONa Controversial ~**

MR, BLOCK: Sour. Sonori' that is aa issue that was

'handled and dealt witii la the: Eellotfi case and wo are aware
- J M ■" ,,, .of that issue. The Ceptsiissicib has not purported to act to

\. i P; ff ‘;:;::
e voted: aa anwiliiao stockholder froa supporting these billf. S R'; -4

••: vs

inserts-»v They have ac'cad solely to protect the cuetsr.er from
?•.. ; -1 ‘j4lr, •. •: .! M; ...} : V ; uijfoca^yi.'»jg; •■tS<as.s inserts' if the eustoaer is unwilling' to receive

it. Tv ' ,V -: . :
. <-r •

■;

'• • gtfSSTZOSs But if you should prevail heray then
•? i : • : • ' y '

that problem suggested by 'onr colloquy would be around the asst
i . ; J. '

corner, wouldn’t it?
\ 4

MRa BLOCK: Well, w© have had no • we have had ro 

registering of opposition by bur shareholders whatsoever*

833STT03* slit you have been forbidden to do this*

MRo BLOCK: 1 bag your pardon?
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QCESTIOM; Ton hr^ea't bean doing this, have you?
MRo BLOCK* Well a before the ban was imposed ws were] 

at. liberty to tame bill inserts to comiuaicatg with whoever w© 
w&atod to« our castosers, ©sr shareholders»

QOSSTXOMx yas. ■

MRo S&OCSc 'And we never ~~ daring all this tin® before• t
th& baa, for aeny years we coaid do this, before it was fore- I
closed in 1377. m- never had any problems with our share
holders * not a single SfearehouLdar at an annual sue®ting ever

trobjected to oar public states®ate oa this subject, ©a theser i 11: 1
energy subjects. And ss just' hawec,t had aay shareholderf r r 4
opp c s i t i o» wh a t» oa va r. § i

J--3od'SSTIOS: D'oab the Coa^issioa restraint her© apply
■i\, *

to injeest.3 with the dividend.' checks, if Consolidated Sdisont s.V ■ -i3
pays a v > !••:

' 1

mm \ n
liR'o BLOCK* '3o., Vo«r Boner, it does not* it only

l ; . ;
applies to inserts sent out to customers.

; lv 5' . 4
V v.

tL :' > J i t f'' ■ ' i v r .•.
i ; QU&STIQBt They ere just as auch a captive audience

■are they net, as --
MSfo BLOCK* “The shareholder©?

QOBSTIOS* Yes.

MRo BLOCK: 'Hell, se don't — ss don’t regard then 

as being —>

Qu SST-XO'? s Well —
ilo BLOCK* —* a captive audience, because
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QUESTIONs Well, you don’t, regard either of them a© 

being captive?

MRo BLOCKs We doa*t regard either cf them as feeing

captive bat --

QUESTIOIis The customers are a captive audience in

the —
MR. BLOCK £ Well, i would say —

QUESTIONS — the saa© saasa the stockholder* are?

MR0 BLOCK* I would say Pour Honor that 

QUESTION: Where would fee get his gas if ha doesn't

get it from Consolidated Edison — 1 mean his electricity?

Casa he get it frost any place else?

MR, BLOCK* So, Tour Sonor, he does not get
K - ••

electricity *»-
QUESTION s Well, this a, couldn’t fee he fey so®*

Stretch of the imagination7 a’"captive?i /
WH0 BLOCK* leil, 2 —

* is -

QUESTION* X suppose he is free to move out, *©va 

soma place sis®*

MRo BLOCK* 'Wall, I would say that a customer applies

t© us far service aad 'he is entitled to service.

QUESTION: I don’t think you need the captive, do

!

you?

MRo BLOCKS Pardon ae?

QUESTION* toa don’t need to argue the captive point.
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do you? Because it is tee captive that pays for the mailing 
then, too* doesn't he?

®*8o BLOCKs Hell, the customer pays for the mail, 
that is right*

QUESTIONS That is right.

QUESTIO»s h stockholder can always sell his stack 

hat unless if somebody wants to frees® to death he can*fc 

do it ’without electricity.

HSo BLOCK« "Sow, 1 'would say, Your lasos, that if 

the Coaaissioa had issued an order that was tailored to $ssat 

the problem of unwilling c us teasers getting these communications ,

that would be one thing* let they issued a ban that applied 

to the we have 3 million customers and the majority of tiaos 

are probably very desisrous of getting these messages. The 

Commission whose burden, it was to justify this regulation by 

'showing a compelling and subordinating interest, a governments, 

interest that was important, the Commission made no showing 

whatsoever as to how many unwilling recipients there were 
likely to be. It just assumed

QUESTION: Mr. Bloch, when you say a governmental

interest,' it is the Commission that is the government, not Co a
Ed.

MRo BLOCK* That is correct, the Commission is the 

government *»•» is the State agency, Z think, under authority of 

State law. Bad wnea it issues a prohibition on speech it mast

i
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justify that prohibition by some — fey some Stato interest 

that is seeking to protect and that it has a right to protect» 

That is the way I read the cases of this Court and there

docsa* fc see» to be aa>" disharmony on that principle.
.. ..I |

QWBSTXOHi We'11, when you say that you saad© a 

showing of a conpellihg governmental interests you mean a
V • • : • J

fortiorari the Commission didn't —
• ■. - i . •.'• /:■•■ : ; -? i ; ;

lIE-o 3L0CICs i mean I meant to say,' four Honor, 

that ‘it was the Commiskica*s burden,when it imposes a restrict 

ion os speech, snob.. as this one, it is their burden to justify 

that restriction by saving a’:“showing that will Withstand 

scrutiny before a court, including this Court» withstand 

exacting scrutiny in the language of this Court decision.
r \ f-3 ’ ;

And as a result of fchaijfe scrutiny the Court must be satisfied 

that there is a vary important governmental interest that

this ’restriction will Verve*' j
f ' I J,:. .f;i

QUKSTIOK? Kr. Bled, X understood you to say that
•I;.. 1 , : {

the customer; pays for these mailings.

•i’L' • MKo BLOCSs The question hare —

j

K : 1 r
Qt&3STlOMt What do '.yon mean by that?

I

I MR. BLOCK* I msa»' 'by that, four Honor, that the 

Commission who fixes the rates that we are charged 

QBBSTXOH* yea.

ss„ blocks "■’■*' when it fines the rate's it allows us 

to recover through our rates' the costs of mailing out thee©
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bills.
QUSSTIOIS: *fhe cost, of mailing the bills undoubtedly!

is aa expense. Is that espsass augmented- os increased by 
including thss© inserts?

MR. BLOCS.i it is not, Sou» Hon©»* ¥h® insertion of::
- ■: . r ‘ ■ ' '% ■ % : ' 'aa insert on a controversial matter of public policy in tfes 
same billing envelope would not increase the postage3 would 
not increase any of the customers* cost&/, any costs that «— 

•QVESUlQMi bo volunteers put them in there?
MKo block* Ro# say labor cost© —*
QSBS9S01S* Who pays the labor costs? 
gf&SVZQBt • Raid by "the stockholders.

UR. BLOCK* will be paid by tho stockholders. -s©
have -conca'de'd that and we-do.'sot argue about that. w© will 
pay any 'additional costs that sight be involved. But the 
customer gets full value is services out. of paying his rates 
and after all it is the Commission that fixes the 'rates an! 
the Commission fees control over that.

Q3BSrf XGH t let us suppose that —* and this is a
jstraight supposition ~~ let as just suppose -that you could ©iso

collect the cost from "somebody, life® the customer, for a I
separate mailing of the same material. Would fon bo bar©_ 
then ?

M3, SLCCKs ‘«©111 2 —
i

QBfRSi’ieis * -Or is there seas special reason you want j
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‘to include the materials is the bill?
MRo BLOCKS 'Well, the Commission — I will answer it 

this way, ?o.ur Honors ?he Commission has said itself in 
issuing this prohibition that the bill insert is a unique 
method which enables utilities to communicate with the stock
holders.

QOiSSTIOHs Welij is & sense it enables them without 
further expense to coauaunicate with the stockholders.

H3o ELOCKs Xt is true that they — they do open 
the billing envelope to get the bill- Whether they would open 
a separate mailing envelope is —

QWBSTZOH * So what is the answer to my question? 
is it just money that that is into Ire <2 or — |

MRo BLOCKS it is not only the cost we save by using 
bill inserts, it is a proves fact that the bill inserts do get 
into the hands of the cub to aers and those who want to read 
then will read than; and those who don’t want to bother with 
then can threw them away. But the bill insert coming in a 
billing envelope has nora effective potential to reach the 
consumer than a separate mailing.

Laid of course the' Commission does not permit us to 
make a separate mailing at rate-payers* expense.

gOBSTIOiSs 2'-take it if you put in a bill a review 
of the Commissiones last decision la your ease and said,
“This is a terrible decision and the Commissioners really €.on* t



know what they are doing, X suppose you would be breaking

this ml®'?

MR. BLOCK: Well, I think w© would ha running into 

the problem of —

QOBSTIOKt What is a controversial —

HR. BLOCK* -— e eontroversiai matter and *re would 

be in'” the positionQUBSf’IOKs 7, can think of some people who would j

controvert 'yon.

M&o BLOCKj Well, we*re -*»

CSBSTlOi*? Sf you put sows thing ia an envelops like

that.

is. BLOCK? There are —

QQSSTIOiis Lt least the Comalsssion wouldn't agrea

with yon.

MS, BLOCK? 1 think this rule — this order puts us 

in a position where w© are not free to criticise the Comisisaioi 

that 'governs' ns» which is not an acceptable state of affairs 

under the First hmsdaestt*

WowX —**

QU&8T10H* Suppose" that you put a staffer in the

bills just, informing the coas;ireer$ of the fact that Coa Sd
• »

ii'

had opened a nuclear power plant; nothing more, just pure 
iaformetienal material.

Sa yonr vioxtf would 'that be banned by the Commission *e
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ax&®z?

HRo BLOCKa 1 do act believe that was considered to

be a controversial setter of public policy*

QOBS^IOH* J&d sa the other head suppose it were 

directed to the opening of a new coal-powered plant} same 

thing, ease answer?

'fSRo BLOCK* "Sell, 1 would -— X as really at a loss

to interpret this matter of controversial public policy. Sfc 
is so vags©*1 don't know standards the Commission has appliediliJ M ■ i ■ i • H
'to or will" apply to' determin© it. It seems to 'a© a totally 
subjective matter that the Cbsaission has reserved t© itself.

!2?b©y say for! example t'feat 'energy conservation is something
• i".. : i ' ; . -s 5%. 

-,tr-’Se can tell our c us toshers abbjjut by as an a of bill inserts|
'But there are a lot of; aspects of energy conservation that# 5 ?.'• :

are ephfcro^ek®^*2-* for evasple keeping the theraoat'ate at 65
b ! t -4 . .I i.degre'as: -aad 78 degrees; has provoked a lot of controversy on
m H

the jiart of building ©j^aers, restaurant owner's’,'' theater owners,
fi f'/: : :] fi: •..] ::U.;r ibut S' .xsally: csn*t spslafc in ©3.1 car dor as to wh'at: theSiiisl !1: 'I Ms!-; I|
i j | - - ; f.Ccaaijssio» tae&r.s by its; prohibition.

; 'i -' *t-;A y:!Illi/, i : 1 ■ •■•?
: . 1; .would say &•£ t?e ware just opening up. a new plant'.j?i ; t 2 f s ■ ■
U l: ■ *n~m V '■ '? ' J f iit wgppid;-- 1si©ein to ae that %» ought to bo able to tell our»v

y ■11ousteaters that without running into a problem with this 
sirdar. • But 1 — *T ? '.

If; • - \ ; - , . ■ v •
QGKSTIOEfs Could you enclose a small pamphlet

reproducing as essay oV an article by some scientist os the*
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advantages of developing oil shal® as a source?

MRo BLOCKS Well, the order reads that, we tea for- 

bidden from expressing our position on controversial matters» 

It doesn't say that we’ are not able to publish somebody els©8a 

opinion»
But that would be a question of whether w?aan w« 

publish somebody else*3 opinion wet are in fast taking it as 

our ore and waking it ©ur own and violating the order.
f" T" SO — £; '1

$- QUSSTIOW* 1; 'good many environmental organisations
:$are opposing; the devalopwesat. of oil shale» Sow, does that; <" ^

wake iit cson t r© versial?&;;
fau' { i M

i-ifijo B-.OCK* «ell, I think it probably does. Again,
f:; ' i . §: ;

I an -pit' a less to know; what the Conniesion would say bat I|-v; I . • ; 1 5: ■ * •| t i . ; r f ?•.• . .., . ■ ;

wouldr’shbr that if it is: a waiter of public debate then it
mmnf p
$ \ f: ;>• • l j ; < • $> -j • i ; ; . •probably is- a controversial subject, even though it is attiff;].:: i

th® e&r’a; of ;the First 'hnandnsat and the First hwead'went h&«fe;: ,: ^ \
been 'feeI’d by this Court repeatedly 'to promote da-bate and to

V H H. ■ 1 *
have - a rob&st, uninhibited debate on matters that area

cost ro'verai a3.. ■f t-31J
Sow, what the CoaaCssioa said here — what the Court

•af Appeals said here is that’ w@ should — we are limited by

th* Cosssu'-93i:oa5s order to publishing the innocuous» and non**! ?;:; -1 | i: ,\t*
r; i - '- <■ ¥; :- •' ‘i■son trover si al. and the courts thought that t?as: all right.>■:. • -i . * ■■• ;
I' - ■ ; . ■. ; i - . •! • :•’# V-’i >. -5 C ’-'-i .•;s«t ll think that is a sad -state of affairs when we have to
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©parata under a restrictiva that i i. salts us to publishing s ©no

thing that is iassccuous.

1 wantad to answer one question about the share™

holders. Sine® what we have to talk about with our c as toners

is these bill inserts is related to the coapaay* a businessy

I feel that these cosuauaieaticiss are in the stockholders ’ 
intereat. We are acting for our stockholders when we are
communicating with oar' customers on issues that are corporate 

in natare» that are intimately related to oar business and 

are not like-the situation in Bellotfci where there was a

State'- ij&c.ojaa'/ tax and tjjhe question was» wil, is this some-
. \ ; ; : > • ; ■ . '

thing; -.that is a part of the bank’s business so. they should
•, •: ... . .- v ' f. • ••>'

iv.' , • ' ,;t • A ?

have Ifjttll1; First hateadre^nt protection •

W*|: feel we art talking here about issues that are! f ■; , . V p.
i' |f ^ ■ .. . * **related to. the company;.'® business and are being communicate A•.f ' f l;'i

in behalf oar shareholder’aj.

331£fiast Uy you think the State is claiming a

right; te *•>»; .generally .to keep sellers from putting, iaserts inI £ ‘ ' ; ; . ;;
theirf Aills'?. Let us a’vspposar that the Banking Commission said 

that icirsdl.t "card cospaWiec shall act stuff their bills to

their- card holders with controversial matters. Does thi<
\ ,i':t ' • ■' Iaeci&'ioa ran’-;t on a gretahd broad enough to sustain that kind
>i; a

MI’o BLOCS s '2 believe it is — — j believe those twe 

situa‘tio'n-s; are the same• X believe •— x believe the fact we
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are regulated I think is not —~ is not something that placas 

us in the position Where we have lessor First Amendment rights 

QUESTION: You don’t think the Commission purported

to rest or the ground 'that it could do this because you were \
f. ■ ?

regulated?
• V:| v; • j&&-o BLOCK: 2 think the Commission did rest on that

• ■ ’ :•ground and I think they are wrong» because I don't think the
J | ' - .fact that w« are a regulated monopoly should causa this Court

to say that tea don * t have First isssafeest rights on issues
4- ■ '•! • ; ’ <* •?' •. V

related to the company*s business where the Commission hs3

act shows a single goJhrnastoifcal intereat that will be protected
l t »-> :•■ ■• .. j

by tlijis 'ban ■ i5?
44

Hi QtJBSTlOUs E|bW abo'dt the State courts', they rested

on tfe'fit; -'too ,f did» * t ta$y7
•*• ----- viiL,

- .i

MR:o BLOCK: JThe Court of Appeals did not expressly

say that • because we are] * monopoly v?e can ba sub ject ~-
iU t M : if :

sabjeetti to -this rGeirictioai. 'They thought t-e ware invading 
'I- <:4 

the privacy, 'of cuatorsit** But the baa does not -prohibit usf'-iv^ \r. , y

from direct sailing > si the privacy could stili fee ''invaded

by «■r!-- tw’itfe; this ban in*’ effect „ the bar will not accomplish itsin^rj fi jmrpeest-iifc doesn’t prohibit as from going doer to door asPH';! j! j - ' . j
•.his/Court allorac! recently .in the

s ■ : ■ ! ; ft; ••• l : i' ■; *.-> ; j ' i' _fer4 V v ,C|r- !
P-; ;?! ' ■’ . H ;H: ’ ?
:.0r advertising. But it did fake away4' ‘ ' * ■' •% ■

roa 'M® aa .«Effective sf&'ans and we think that the court below

gOSSTlOH1
•• -.3

Bloch j
I

•«V ’
#
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erred, and 1 will have to rely on our brief for the arguments 

we y ake to show that the various governmental interests 

which the State here is reaching out in attempting to rest 

on as a justification for this order are totally without 

merito
QUESTIONS Very well*

' Mr® Schiffo
ORAL ARGUMENT OF PETER H. SCHIEF, ESQ* ,

ON BEHALF OF THE APPELLEE

VR. SCHXFF: Mr, Chief Justice, and may it please

the Court;
This case was initiated, before the Commission by 

a complaint of consumers of Consolidated Edison who were 

members of the Natural Resources Defense Council and other 

groups and name individually who complained of basically an 

infringerer.t of their First Amendment rights when Consolidated 

Edison had published their views on the merits of nuclear 

power; and request was made that the persons who had opposing 

views be given an opportunity to present their views in a 

subsequent bill insert of Consolidated Edison.

QUESTIONS Suppose they include in the mailing not 

the- views of Consolidated Edison as such but the views of 
Admiral Kickover or some other scientist or some energy 

expert, would that be barred too?

MR* SCHXFF* Well, I think, Your Honor, that
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if -- yesI think the Commission has barred the use of the 

billing envelope from dissemination of controversial subject 

matter views. One of the reasons for this is that the 

Commission is very much concerned that -the bill inserts 

be used for messages specifically related to the needs of the 

customers who are paying for these bill inserts and that there 

is limited space involved. So that- as X- will discuss a little 

bit more later» one 'of'the alternatives that the Commission 

had before it» which Mr. Block has not addressed himself to 

at all» is the possibility of opening up the billing packet 

as a general forum for controversial views. That posed seme 

additional problems» there were still some captive audience 

questions there» it would use up the billing space even more 

so would detract from the possibility of the utility 

providing messages to the utility customers on matters such 

as what are your new rates going to be» what are your rights 

as a consumer in case there: is a cutoff of service. We require 

the utilities at least once a year to tell the customers 

about their rights as consumers and that is supposed to be 

don-. in the billing inserto

The legislature has indicated that we should require 

them to tell customers about new rate proposals.

We signed a State law the utilities have an 

obligation to tell the consumers about: the possibility of 

conserving energy in the process of using utility service»
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both gas and electricity.

Thera is a need for safety information as to how to

not use your equipment to prevent gas explosions and the 

like.

This is a kind of Information that the Commission 

believes the bill inserts should ba restricted for, should be

~~ or should fee used for. Perhaps it is not even restricted 

but that is what we believe is the proper use for this. They 

ce:.-. of course include general informational information 

relevant to utility service.

QUESTION: And that kind of information that you just 

described, your Commission has power to compel the petitioner 

to send in its billing envelopes, does it?

MR. SCHIPF: Yes, Your Honor? it does so, and has

done so.

QUESTIONs Does your Commission have power generally 

to limit the advertising expenditures of the petitioner?

MR. SCHIFF: Well, the Commission certainly classifies 

advertising expanses as those which can be collected from rate

payers so-called above-the-line expenses and those which may 

not foe collected.

QUESTION: Is there a dollar figure m that above-the- 

line or foe lew-the line, or does.; it depend upon the content of 

■the advertising or the nature of 'the advertising?

MR. SCHIFF: Well, in the 0rder reviewed upon here
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the Commission adopted is 1977 'it established a policy that 

it would allow utili.ties a certain percentage of their 

revenues as what they could include — what they would be 

allowed in advertising for — we want td get out of the business 

of frying to determine, looking backwards when we are setting
i

rat s for the future» But we include ah allowance»

Now, the Commission has never

QUESTION % h percentage of their receipts —

MR. SCIIIFFs Right»
QUESTIONS — they can spend on advertising to your 

client, at the cost of the rate-payers?

MR. SCHSFFs That is correct, Your Honor»

QUESTIONS And if it exceeds that percentage, then 

it is a cost to the stockholders.

MR. SCHIEFi That is right.

QUESTIONS Regardless of the nature or the content of 

the advertising

MR. S CMIFF; A —

QUESTION: -- within —

! ,1. SCUIFFs' Within limits» ' Well, the Commission 

has divided, the advertising into several different categories, 

as the order 'shows. The percentage applies to institutional 

and informational advertising» There Is a 'category which 

doesn't apply right now to the electric utilities that would 

be- -promotion and we might allow something separate if it appears



that promotion is desirable from a rate-payer*s point of view*

The political advertising has never been allowed to be

collected from the rate-payers* And that division has been

made in the uniform system ©£ accounts bath of our Commission

and those of the Federal Commissions and most of the State;

Commissions and drawing the distinction between political and

non-politi cal. .And political has included the matters of

— controversial matters of public policy* Obviously it is

not entirely easy to always separate them but —

QUESTIONs The political —

MR* SCHIFF: — it is a classification —

QUESTION: — is broader 'than partisan political*

MR* SCHIFF: Yes, yea, is broader than that* Ona
of the mt':*m :fiat it is plainly relati to, for example,

\ %
is the question of whether there should b^ public take
over s or public power should be established* And, indeed, 

Consolidated* Edison last fall .spent something in the nature of
t

. ia million doliare, in opposing the referendum 'in Westchester 

County that might have led to public power in Westchester

County*

QUESTION: Tho‘3© expenditures were' taxable to fcha 
stee&hbMers, as I 'understand it*

MR* SCMXFFs Absolutely*

QUESTION: If I understand what you are saying*

FH* SCHIFFt Yes* Right* They are not rate-payer
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expenses0

QUESTION t Righto

HR* SCHIFF: I mentis» those because it does 

demonstrate that the ban which we have made on bill inserts 

is a fairly limited ban* It does not attempt to prevent 

utilities- from expressing their views * This is not the 

Bellotfci case*

QUESTION; It is kind of broad, isn’t it?

MR* SCHIFF: Yes —

• QUESTION * For example t you would normally say that 

to urge .people to have 65 degrees in the winter and 78 in the 

summer was within any Consolidated Edison business; is that 

right? But you wouldn't say it was controversial, would

you?

RE. SCHIFF* Well, I think that may —

QUESTION * Or if you can't get a batter word than 

15controversial,13 what is it?

. BCiUFFa Well, it is difficult to get a better 

word but if it is a matter of law that these are the 

limitations on what people should be limiting their thermostats 

to it may not be controversial once Congress has adopted but 

I wouldn't want to go that far*

I don’t think.as a matter of fact that is what »- 

in term? of urging them to encourage conservation, 1 think 
we would tell them that —• should tell the consumers the benefit!:
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or how you can. conserve and not be basically that much less 

uncomfortable, There are lots of ways. You can install 

installation and in Hew York as well under -the Federal law 

the utilities are providing lending money so -that their 

customers can conserve through installation of insulation, 

through fumaca improvements, storm windows arid the like.

That is the kind, of conservation of ~~

QUESTIONr A large number of Con Edison's customers 

live in apartments *•>*»

MR, SCHISFF: Well# yes# some of it would —

QUESTION: with broken windows,

MS, SCHXFF: apply to apartments,

QUESTION: With broken windows,

MR, SCHXFF: No, X assume it probably would not,
•V'

The standard that we have hare is# as we said in our brief# 

not materially different from ‘that which has been used in terms 

of uniform system of accounts for years.

It is also very similar to the standard that this \ 
Cert -approved in the - Bed Lion- casa, FCC matters, So that X 

would be a fool to tell yon that this is a standard that can 

fee define-.! vasy? easily. But w® —- also I think 'the fact that 

we have told the utilities that they dan dome to us 'and get 

reaiy rulings it. 'an important consideration when you recognise 

that we 'are dealing with a small number of utility — 

monopoly utilities where bill inserts ere not clone on the
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spur of the moment®

QUESTION* Let is® ask you; Do you think this 

prohibition would ever cover a communication which if it were 

sent separately could be charged to th<? cue tea»r?

MR* SCHIFF; No* I am not — if it was sent 

separately and could be charged to the customerr our restrict

ion would not apply when it is being sent separately®

QUESTION * It dcesn* t quite follow, does it, that 

just because it can. be charged to the customer it isn’t 

con trove rs i 1 ?

MR® SCHIFFs Ho, nof but we are —- 

QUESTION; I would suppose that some of the above- 

the-line advertising is about controversial sayings but it is 

still chargeable, to the customer»

MR* SCHIFFs Well, under the uniform system of 

acc >unts the controversial advertising would be' charged below 

the line;® s mean that sort of — one follows the other»

QUESTIONs So your answer to.me is that nothing —- 

no advertising or no communication about a controversial 

element i« ever chargeable to the customer?

MR. SCHIFFs It has not been for years-, Mr» Justice 

Whit©» I mears, it is not supposed to have been» Now, there 

may be 3 or» issues at times as' to what is controversial and 

what is not0 But if it is concluded that 'it is controversial,

the utility
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QUESTION: It is just a matter of information about 

a controversial matter -«

MR. SCHIFF; Well, you asked —

QUESTION: — being covered by the prohibition»

Suppose they just tell the customersf well- here is what is 

happening up in Albany about a matter that protects our 

company?

MR* SCHIFF: I think a lot of information —

QUESTION: And it is very* very controversial in

Albany»

MR* SCHIEF; I think a lot of informational 

advertising «« if they are saying —<•

QUESTIONz Advertising — this is just information*

MR* SCHIFF: Information* If they tell fchair

customers that we are challenging an order of the Public 

Service Commission in court* X would not think that that would 

be controversial* X mean this is information* The informations! 

part of our order which appears at ~~ or if they say *•-

QUESTIONIf they say we have ■*— we have 'just opened 

a new nuclear energy facility and it was sacked by & mob7 
MR* SCHIFFs I think that would be in formatione! 

advertising*

QUESTION: It is not ~

MR* SCHIFF: Information,- not advertising* That

would not be controversial* We are stating the fact as to



what the status of the utility is and the Commission*s order 
said so*

QUESTION* Well? you ar® really saying that 
"controversial" means that the company is transmitting its 
opinion*

ME* SCHIFF: That is right and we —
QUESTION* So if you gave both sides of an argument 

but included the company's opinion? it would be banned? it
would he under this -*•

MR* SCHIFF* Yes? because this is a problem of the 
bill insert* I mean we regard this? the courts below did? as 
a matter cf fact the United States District Court in the 
companion case all viewed this m being essentially —-

QUESTION* to in effect .sfaat you are saying is you
’*'■ ‘ 'f'ftvp

Caji11 avo?.'s the above** --and the beXw—line accounting by
ttriy ;

sticking this stuff in a bill?
Mil* 3CH2IF* Nog you can just avoid the —
SUBSTXCSis Well? you axe saying then —

■ MR» SCHIFF: You can- disseminate your views by sending 
it separately or by having a newspaper advertisement«

QUESTIONS But if you send it separately it is »t 
your expense* not the customs* *

ME* SCHIFF: The company's expense? that is right* 
QUESTION * What about a pamphlet that gives -»«* 

purports to give. the pro's and con's of developing a nuclear
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source of energy?

MR. SCHIFPs Well, tills was an alternative proposal 

which* £8 X say, the petitioners who started this case and 

who are represented by Miss Glen over at the counsel table 
urged,- the Con&isslon concluded that on balance because of the 

limited'spree of these bill inserts If you start putting too
f

ame'i In there,? then you are going to have additional postage* 

yot. are going to have additional work platting it in.

QUESTIONS ■ .'Let'*us stay with it*

No additional postage, the pamphlet, folded oyer* 

pro's and con's «—

MR. SCHIPFs Well* all right —

QUESTION* «— equal number of lines.

MR» SOS IFF 3 The Commission concluded that neither 

tlie utilities nor the Commission could really administer in 

view of the kind of role that we have, could practically 

administer this kind of a public forum»

We do think r— the Commission said that we had 

considered this and some of the Commissioners had thought 

the f this might be a better way rather than preventing the 

utilities from using the bill insert was to open it up to 

both views in the manner that you have described. And we 

concluded that that was a less desirable provision because «*« 

QUESTION: But, Mr» Schiff, that is not 

to say in answer to the Chief Justice's question that if
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the utility should choose to do this it would be covered by

I
;

this order» It wouldn’t b®, would it?

MR, SCHIFFs Yes e X think it would be. 1 think the 

Commission’s order -*»

QUESTIONS This order covers th© utility’s position 

on controversial matters of public policy,,

MR. SCHIFF: Yes. If you look at -the ordering clause

itself *■«

QUESTIONS The order does not prevent the utility 

from doing what th© Commission decided not to require them to 

do.
MR. SCHIFF: Well/ I suppose that is correct but 

QUESTIONS Yes.

MR. SCHIFFs —» the Commission’s order in fact was 

rested ~~ or.® of -the basically 4 or 5 grounds, depending 

on how you want to divide them, was that the opening up of 

a public forum in this matter would —

QUESTIONi Well, that was considered by the Commission 

as something that they considered as requiring the utility 

to do. They decided not to do that.

MR. SCHIFF: They decided not to do that —~

QUESTIONS That doesn’t mean that tho utility is 

tot free to do it so far as this order goes, does it?

MR. SCHIFFs Well, if you read it very narrowly —» 

QUESTION; Read it any way you want to.
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MR, SCHIFFs Well# the Commission’s opinion, which 
I think has to bo read into the Commission's order, made it 
quite clear that that alternative had been rejected ' 

QUESTION* As a requirement
MR, SCHXFFs -•** as really being permissive, because 

it would -*» it goes to the same problem. It still imposes on 
a captive audience® It uses up the space that is needed to 
provide tie proper massage»

QUESTIONs You told me a while ago that this ban 
was restricted to matters that contained -the company's 
opinion,

MR® SCHXFFs No, 1 said it related to matters » 
QUESTION* That is what I thought you said,
MR, SCUFF* •*« matte?*» nf rstivoj.r» controversy, Rj*d

I believe
QUESTION: Well, I asked you expressly and you 

indicated that, it was limited to things giving the company's 
opinion? and now you say it isn't,

..MR, SCHXFF: Hell '-» • _ ‘
QUESTION: The order by its terms is confined to 

dissemination of the utility's position,
MR, SCHXFF* I agree. The order ,by its terras, and.

the —
QUESTION* jf you wanted to .prevent ©■ utility from 

doing what w&a- suggested in' the Chief Justice's question# you
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hav-i to issue a new order or ascend this order*
MR» SCHIFFs Well, as X say, if you read the context 

of the Commission's order vary narrowly, I would agree that 
that is correct»

I guess I am saying that the Court should in making 
the decision reach the question of whether this would be a 
forum, because that was one of the reasons that the Commission 
used for objecting ***** for making Its decision» But X cannot 
disagree that if you didn’t reach that that we probably would 
have to Issus a new order* But I think it is very much part 
of this case*

QUESTIONS Well, now, you have said though In 
res onse to Mr» Justice Stewart's question that the Commission 
has given an opinion which would be quite different from his 
reading of the order by its own terms*

Ml* SCHIFFs Well, X think that Mr* Justice Stewart 
and X are really not in disagreement* X think that we agree 
that we certainly considered it as an integral part of the 
reasoning for reaching our decision. But that the ordering 
clausa as such did not impose that requirement,

QUESTIONs Well, what if after listening to this 
argument, the utility would like to send out a two-sided 
pamphlet, just giving the Cnief Justice's- example, both sides 
of a question* 'And it said. tfx hear that we can get an early 
ruling on whether this' is covered by your ban**
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What would fa© tlis answer of the Commission? I take 

it you would say rfche. Commission would say* "You may ' not 

send it out»59

MR* SCHIFF: I would say that that would be — it 

might b'e a new order but 2 would assume that that is what the 

Commission would say, it is consistent with —

, , QUESTIONs But here* your content here we should
<'

■jf
-t

take the order that we are ruling on as not banning the public
r

forum?

MR» SCHIFFs I would agree that in terms it doesn*t 

ban the public forum. X would say ~~

QUESTION5 We should judge this case on the basis
* U -'i

tka;fc the Commission has not banned the 'public forum, then?

MR* SCHIFF:' Well, the Commission concluded that 

there should be a tiryj space manner restriction here because 

of a number of reasons, one of which was a limited space 

in ganer.il* One of them, which the Court of Appeals discussed, 

primarily, is that the profeleas of imposing on- a captive 

audience 'c:F views that the custom-sre may not agree with»

Another 'reason Is that- essentially on ‘.-the "'Company's' -/lews 

is that -'thus ■ oustyasefrs would be -required essentially tp pay for
• i' y - v

the views- of homebody' else arid this matter, the fact this is 

a utility which is a monopoly- is crucial-, just as in the neact 

case on promotion# Monopolies are very different from other 

credit — ether companies that may. send out .billing inserts#
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You doj>.* t have any choice, you get your heat out off if you 
don1t look at the bill»

QUESTION s Well, what is your answer to my question? 
Do we judge this case on the basis that the order does not 
ban the public forum mailing or not?

MR, SCHIEF: I think that you probably have to view
it that the order par ts does not but that the public forum 
issue is one of the reasons that the Commission reached that 
conclusion, because the Commission expressly concluded -«

QUESTION: But the public forum issue is not here 
then, 1 take it?

-.1R, SCHXFFs Kt>, -« well, I disagree but Your Honors 
will have to decide how you do it. It is here in the sense 
that one of the reasons «— one of the important reasons that 
the Commission used for not permitting this is that the 
alternative of having a public forum was even less desirable. 
It- is still —« what w© have done here, the Commission has 
basically impose*-?, the First Amendment restriction}

because: this case is a matter of balancing competing First
i ‘ ‘ • ■' ;

Amsndmr^at- interest of the company oh the one hand an4 the 
consumers ©n the other hand, &nd --•*»

• QUESTION: «hat is the consumers8 First -Amendment a,ai’
MR, SCHXFFs «ell, it — '
QUESTIONS the' right not to have this privacy 

invaded, m you put it earlier?



MR. SCHIPFs That is right, Your Honor,

QUESTION: Then what if the companies put a little 

card in with return postage and say, “If you do not want 

inserts with your bill all you have to do is return this card 

and we won*t put any inserts in your bill"?

MR, SCHIPFs Well, the problem with that suggestion, 

which has been, made by Lring island Lighting Company, is that 

there are matters that should bo in these bill inserts that, 

the customers —» the State has concluded they should he 

receiving and that are important to them, like what happens 

if you have the complaint about utility service. What are 

your general rights in dealing with utilities. This is not 

like some other «-

QUESTIONi Let us change the return card, Let it
specify just in terms of the Commission order any -controversial

MR, SCHIPFs Well, there is no practical way of 

having different inserts sent to soma customers than other 

c® toners,

On© suggestion has been made, perhaps jokingly, that 

let the customer send it back and then if he got any more he 

wculdn*t have to pay his bill. But even that would bs 

undesirable,

QUESTIONi You are familiar with the talk about

evfor-bre-.idih in Siam First Amendment cases, X take it?

MR, SCHIPFs Yea, yes, .
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QUESTION* What if we thought that this order covered 

public forum mailings and that that restriction was invalid* 

Would the entire order b@ invalid then* as it being over-® 

broad? Or do you -think over-breadth applies in this context

at all?

MR. SCHIPS?; Well, 1 don't think —

QUESTIONi Suppose w© said in our minds the public 

forum mailing if; bad, the mailing, of the company's opinion 

about-a controversial matter could be banned without violating 

the First Amend»,ant. Would —

ME:» SCHIFFs 'iJdt on the"'Other hand —

Q'VNSTIOMs My question is would that order be bad in 

its entirety?

MR. SCHIPPs No, 1 don’t think so. I don't think it

should be banned. 2 take it you could say open it up as a 

public* fores and that technically it isn’t readied here. But

I don't think that over-breadth strictly should apply here.

I think one thing I would like to say in my limited 
time remaining tlx» is that as we say in our brief and theV •

f j

courts below have held* that this ease is in our view not 

strictly syaaking content related. It is subject matter 

content neutral* very much like the case of Lehman, v. Shaker 

Heights, the one involving the placards on the buses. So T. 

think it is *»«

gsSTXQN: Kail, how can that possibly b® true when
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this is not a/general ban against stuffing., it is a ban against 
stuffing only materials that have a certain, content?

MR. SCHIFPs Well? but it is even-handed» Its
subject —

QUESTIONs 0h# yes t it is even-handed in the sense 
that it makes a category and applies the-same rule to everything
within the category.

MR. SCHXFFs Well# that is what this Court also 
affirmed in th® «« recognised in the Shaker Heights case.
At the same time in that case the dissenters took the view 
that th® forms raally couldn't- have been open at' all# X think. 
And here via **« at least we don't# we are not opening up a 
forum f sc. that there are a corsiderable lino of cases supporting 
that view,,

QUESTIONS You have drawn an analogy to the Federal 
Co- iunicuti :?n regulation and the fairness doctrine» And that 
I understand ic critical to your argument.

Aoiulld you say that the First Amendment would not be 
violated if the FCC said they© shall be no use of radio or 
television for discussion of controverslal subjects?

MR. SCHXFFs No# I imagine that in terms of —- the 
answer would be clearly "no® 2 think it would be violated. 

QUESTION? How d© jcm —
MR* ECJHXPFs Well#- because public utilities don* i

have th© coEMunication function. In this case it is clear
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•that we -—

QUESTION * They are asserting it in -this case, they 

are assarting the right to censor»

MRc £ CHIPS* s Well, w© are not — yes, only in the 

bill insert, your Honor» We are letting them .speak freely in 
this case

QUESTIONs Yon are saying because you have the
. i ' •captive.- audience we are going to tell you what you- can say»

.HR» SCHIFFs Well, the captive audience and the 

free rids» I think basically what the record shows is that 

if the utilities are paying an allocated share of the postage 

that other means of commumicat!on would be cheaper» Their 

objective here, is simply to get something cheaper» And even 

under State law ‘diere is no right to have a —

QUESTION; Your rationale for doing it is totally

non-economic, as 1 understand it® You are not going to allow 

them to make a one-sided use of the captive audience»

W'lc SCHIFFs Well, that is one of -the .bases» There 
are a series of grounds here»

QUESTION: That is die only one you have argued»

MFU SCHIFFs Well, I have tried to argue all of them» 
we have argued all of them in the brief and —

QUESTION: You have not explained why your least 

restrictive alternative isn't — why shouldn’t that have 

applied? if you had just said if you want to saail these things,
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pay your share of the postage„ You say you felt they wouldn’t 

have done it then so that would have achieved that end.

MR. SCHIPFs Well, the reason for that is that you 

still have the problem that is an alternative but. it still 

poses a --

QUESTION; But you —

MR. 3 Cl I IFF; — captive audience problem 0 It is 

still a captive audience problem.

QUESTION: You still haven’t answered the question 

about tha cards, the return cards, except to say that it 

wasn't feasible* You surely have not persuaded me that it is 

not feasible.

MR. SCI!IFF: Well, its --

QUESTION: It was found feasible in the Rowan

case.

MR. SCSI IFF: It is not feasible, Your Honor, in the 

sense that the bill inserts do have a role under State law 

I -think a proper role under State law to have the utility in 

this provide information on the kind of information dree 

directly related t© consumers. The consumers, if they say 

don't send us bill inserts, won’t get any information. And 

And —*

QUESTION: I specified -that the card would say: I 

don’t want any information from you about oil shale, nuclear 

energy or any other alternative sources of energy or any
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controversial

MR« SCHIFF: Well, I understand that is a proposal 

that the utilities who did make the first alternative that 

you suggest it made, did not make that proposal0 And it is 

so expansive to administer that it would be of no avail, I 

think, Your Honor»

I see that my time is up»

X ask the Court to affirm the order of the Court of 

Appeals and in turn of the Commission»

Thank you»

QUESTION; Mr» Schiff, I am afraid we have not given 

you much of an opportunity to make your argument but you have 

filed your brief and we will consider -that of course»

Having bald that, X want to ask you one more questions 

Would the Commission’s ban prevent Con Ed from 

including a bill insert that recommended that all thermostats 

be safe at 60 degrees? Your brief urges -that conservation is

a subject, as fee which information should be supplied consumers» 

Would the ban --»•

MR» SCHIFF: Well, it is unlikely»

QUESTION: Suppose it sMd 62 degrees or 64»

MR* SCHIFF; Well, I like the 60 because it is so 

"iffy*5 and I think in the circumstances I don’t think —> 

if they did that I assume it would create a controversy»

QUESTION: It sura would»
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MR. SCI!IFF: It would create a controversy --

QUESTIONj 1 agree»

MRo SCHIFFs — at the Inception so that perhaps I 

would like to ask the ~~ have them ask the Commission ®s to 

what they would do if they were ever so foolish as to make 

that recommendation.

• QUESTION: Neil but suppose to just change the 

example they said energy- will be saved by turning off your 

lights at night but don * t forget there is a lot of risk of 

burglarly and so forth and balancing between one or the other 

it is the utility’s position that we favor leaving the lights 

on,' That would be controversial I suppose.

HR. SCHIFF: Well, I don't think — 2 think it 

probably is not. Xt may be informational. I really don’t 

.think that would ~~ tsy own view. And I would not regard it 

as controversial as such.

QUESTION: Some of your responses would indicate 

that the Commission nay have not thought this problem through 

entirely.

MR. SCHIFFs Well, I think it did in -the context I 

do believe that it is not possible to set down & standard that 

will deal with each and every topic. The Commission*s order 

does talk about the informational matters that can be 

discussae, and I can think, like you can, of matters in the 

gray are®, dealing with the utility. And I recognise that
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whan in First Amendment terras this poses a problem X do think 

that it poses much less of a problem when dealing with the 

monopoly — wanting to perhaps put things in bill inserts 

where there is a lot of thought given to it before you put 

something in there, I don't think this really goes t© the 

core of the speech restriction and that there is -» there are 

important problems in how we can deal.with regulated monopolies, 

entities that you have not previously considered in these 

speech cases»

QUESTIONS Did the Commission consider the possibility 

of making the utilities file each time they wanted to put some

thing in the bill? '

Mil» ECHXFFs Well, hot An the record. My recollection 

As that re did not think that they should coxae in* each time;

no,

QUESTION: Not with respect to things you have ordered 

in the mail but in other —

MR» SCUFF: Well, I think the content of your question 

I mean I crv t think wa would say: Well, tell us anything»

But I mean of course asking for advice is not 

necessarily dissimilar to ‘that.

Bornetimes on feh© kind of information they do give 

consumers we ask to look at that information beforehand, like 

the consumer rights» We want to make sure that it does 

properly convey what their rights are and we have looked at that
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kind of information» The Commission is very much involved in 

tinis billing: packet which is very much the consumers»

Thank you»

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Mr» Block, do you have

anything further?

MR» BLOCK: Nothing further, Your Honor,

MR» CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Thank you, gentleman, 'the
*

V ,

case is submitted»
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